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Claimed by Shadow
From L.A. Banks, the bestselling author of the
Vampire Huntress Legend novels, comes a brand-new
werewolf series—and this time, the action is hotter
than ever! Sasha Trudeau knows all about working
beneath the shadows, back-alley deals, and things
that go bump in the night. She also knows that the
world is unaware of the existence of the
paranormal—and that the government would like to
keep it that way. As a highly trained Special Ops
soldier, Sasha and her team are an elite group of
individuals who are survivors of werewolf attacks,
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now trained to be loyal to only to each other and their
government. But when she returns from a solo
mission, she finds that her team has mysteriously
gone missing. Shocking government conspiracies,
double-dealing vampires, and a host of stunning
revelations about who—and what—she really is are
only just the beginning

Notorious Nineteen
A collection of paranormal romances, including
Patricia Briggs' "Alpha and Omega," in which a
beautiful werewolf uncovers her true powers with the
help of a werewolf prince.

Inked
From the New York Times bestselling author of Tempt
the Stars comes the latest in the series that's "well
worth getting hooked on"(Fresh Fiction). You’d think
that being chief seer for the supernatural world would
come with a few perks. But as Cassie Palmer has
learned, being Pythia doesn’t mean you don’t have to
do things the hard way. That’s why she finds herself
on a rescue mission skipping through time—even
though she doesn’t entirely understand her dimensionbending new power. Rescuing her friend John Pritkin
should have been an in-and-out kind of deal, but with
the near-immortal mage’s soul lost in time, Cassie has
to hunt for it through the ages—with Pritkin’s demon
dad in tow. He’s the only one who can reverse
Pritkin’s curse, but with the guardians of the timeline
dead set on stopping anyone from mucking about,
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Cassie will have to figure out how to get her friend
back without ruffling too many feathers—or causing a
world-ending paradox or two.

Hunt the Moon
John Wayne Cheever keeps his obsession with serial
killers in check by a set of rigid rules that he lives by,
hoping to the prevent himself from committing
murder, but when a body turns up at a laundromat,
must confront a danger outside himself.

Tempt the Stars
Cassandra Palmer recently defeated a god, which
you'd think would buy a girl a little time off. But when
your job is being Pythia - the world's chief clairvoyant
- you don't get a lot of R&R. Cassie is busier than
ever, discovering her power, figuring out her
complicated relationship with enigmatic and sexy
vampire Mircea, and preparing for her upcoming
coronation. But someone is dead-set against Cassie
becoming Pythia, and will go to any lengths to stop
the coronation ceremony from happening - including
making sure that Cassie is never born. Now, Cassie
has to save herself - and the world, if she can find the
time

Hunt the Moon: A Cassie Palmer Novel
Volume 5
The author of Bleeding Hearts delivers a red-hot
adventure in the young adult series featuring
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“vampires with bite and girls who bite back” (Kelley
Armstrong, #1 New York Times–bestselling author).
Nothing about Solange Drake is normal. She’s a newly
crowned vampire princess, after all. But she’s also
having trouble with her bloodchange—too much
trouble. Which is probably why she just tried to eat
her boyfriend’s face. The couple has survived
treachery, vendettas, and bounties, but they might
not be able to survive each other. Nicholas Drake is
starting to think that Solange, his little sister, is
turning into a monster. That doesn’t bode well for any
of them, including his human girlfriend, Lucy,
Solange’s best friend. Because she’d rather kiss
vampires than kill them, Lucy is already having
trouble fitting in at Helios-Ra Academy. To make
matters worse, dangerous new hunters have
appeared on the scene . . . ones who live and die by
the motto Better dead than undead. Now it’s up to
Nicholas to protect Lucy from Solange and Solange
from herself, without having to choose between love
and blood . . . Praise for the Drake Chronicles “Witty,
sly, and never disappointing . . . Fun, funny, and a
relief from Twilight wannabes, this first installment in
the Drake Chronicles has lots to offer for savvy
readers and gives vampire addicts a nice twist on
their usual fare.” —Booklist “An action-packed story
full of intrigue, suspense, and romance with a great
cast of characters.” —School Library Journal “An allaround kick-ass good time.” —Fyrefly’s Book Blog

En busca de la luna
A brand new series from New York Times bestselling
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author Chloe Neill. Seven years ago, the Veil that
separates humanity from what lies beyond was torn
apart, and New Orleans was engulfed in a
supernatural war. Now, those with paranormal powers
have been confined in a walled community that
humans call the District. Those who live there call it
Devil's Isle. Claire Connolly is a good girl with a
dangerous secret: she’s a Sensitive, a human
endowed with magic that seeped through the Veil.
Claire knows that revealing her skills would mean
being confined to Devil’s Isle. Unfortunately, hiding
her power has left her untrained and unfocused. Liam
Quinn knows from experience that magic makes
monsters of the weak, and he has no time for a
Sensitive with no control of her own strength. But
when he sees Claire using her powers to save a
human under attack—in full view of the French
Quarter—Liam decides to bring her to Devil’s Isle and
the teacher she needs, even though getting her out of
his way isn’t the same as keeping her out of his head.
As more and more Sensitives fall prey to their magic,
and unleash their hunger on the city, Claire and Liam
must work together to save New Orleans, or else the
city will burn… From the Trade Paperback edition.

Claimed by Shadow: A Cassie Palmer
Novel Volume 2
Audrey Callahan left behind her life in the Edge, and
she's determined to stay on the straight and narrow.
But when her brother gets into hot water, the former
thief takes on one last heist and finds herself
matching wits with a jack of all trades Kaldar Mar-a
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gambler, lawyer, thief, and spy-expects his latest
assignment tracking down a stolen item to be a piece
of cake, until Audrey shows up. But when the item
falls into the hands of a lethal criminal, Kaldar realizes
that in order to finish the job, he's going to need
Audrey's help

Bad Blood
The thrilling prequel to the New York Times
bestselling Cassie Palmer series, featuring seductive
and dangerous Master Vampire Mircea Basarab.
Fifteenth century Venice is a safe haven for the
masterless dregs of the vampire world, a city where
they can live without the fear of retribution for
violating another’s territory. Still, there are plenty of
ways for a young vampire to die in the glittering city,
a lesson that prince turned pauper Mircea Basarab
must learn quickly. But there are opportunities,
too—in the service of a secretive courtesan, in the
bed of a beautiful senator, and in the hunt for an
ancient assassin. As a vendetta older than Venice
itself comes to a climax, Mircea struggles to evade
the dangers of his current life, to come to terms with
his past, and to uncover the truth hidden behind a
city of masks… Includes a bonus excerpt of the first
Cassie Palmer novel, Touch the Dark. Praise for the
Cassie Palmer Novels: “A series well worth getting
hooked on.”—Fresh Fiction “Karen Chance will
enthrall you.”—USA Today Bestselling Author Rebecca
York “The urban fantasy equivalent of a summer
blockbuster.”—SF Site “Chance takes her place
along[side]Laurell K. Hamilton, Charlaine Harris,
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MaryJanice Davidson, and J. D. Robb.”—SFRevu Karen
Chance has lived in France, the United Kingdom, and
Hong Kong, but always comes back to America. She
currently lives in central Florida, the home of makebelieve, which may explain a lot. She’s the author of
the New York Times bestselling Cassie Palmer series,
including Reap the Wind, Tempt the Stars, and Hunt
the Moon.

Blood Moon
Welcome to Trifles & Folly, a store with a dark secret.
Proprietor Cassidy Kincaide continues a family
tradition begun in 1670 – acquiring and neutralizing
dangerous supernatural items. It’s the perfect job for
Cassidy, whose psychic gift lets her touch an object
and know its history. Together with her business
partner Sorren, a 500-year-old vampire and former
jewel thief, Cassidy makes it her business to get
infernal objects off the market. When a trip to a
haunted hotel unearths a statue steeped in
malevolent power, and a string of murders draws a
trail to the abandoned old Navy yard, Cassidy and
Sorren discover a diabolical plot to unleash a
supernatural onslaught on their city. It’s time for
Kincaide and her team to get rid of these Deadly
Curiosities before the bodies start piling up.

Talulla Rising
The final battle between werewolves and vampires
has an unexpected twist: love. With twenty thousand
years under his belt, Remshi is the oldest vampire in
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existence. He is searching for the werewolf named
Talulla, who haunts his dreams as a memory from his
ancient past. But he is not the only one seeking
Talulla: She is being hunted by the Militi Christi, a
fanatical Christian cult hell-bent on wiping out
werewolves and vampires alike. Inexplicably pulled
toward one another, and with no other choice, Remshi
and Talulla must join forces to protect their families,
fulfill an ancient prophecy and - through a love that
should be impossible - ensure the survival of their
species.

Chicks Kick Butt
Welcome to a new America that is built on blood,
sweat, and gears In steam age America, men,
monsters, machines, and magic battle for the same
scrap of earth and sky. In this chaos, bounty hunter
Cedar Hunt rides, cursed by lycanthropy and carrying
the guilt of his brother's death. Then he's offered
hope that his brother may yet survive. All he has to
do is find the Holder: a powerful device created by
mad devisers-and now in the hands of an ancient
Strange who was banished to walk this Earth. In a
land shaped by magic, steam, and iron, where the
only things a man can count on are his guns, gears,
and grit, Cedar will have to depend on all three if he's
going to save his brother and reclaim his soul once
and for all

Nightseer
A Lord of the Fey crosses paths with a fiery redPage 8/23
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headed mage named Claire in a New York auction
house. But in this strange underground society, the
rarity up for sale is Claire herself.

Skin Deep
An urban fantasy anthology features heroines who
combat supernatural adversaries from dragons to
demons, in a collection that includes contributions
from such authors as Rachel Vincent, Carole Nelson
Douglas, and P. N. Elrod.

Moon In The Mirror
A war mage in Las Vegas stumbles across an ominous
magical ward that appears as a dragon on her
skin--and has a mind of its own, in this paranormal
tale from the New York Times bestselling author of
the Cassie Palmer novels. Lia de Croissets's mother is
a werewolf--but Lia can't shift. Caught between the
Human and the Were worlds, she has found a place
for herself as a war mage, working to help solve
magical crimes. But when her Were lover goes
missing, Lia learns Weres are being killed for their
skins. Now Lia and her magical, unpredictable dragon
tattoo may be the only hope of finding him alive. Skin
Deep originally appeared in the anthology Inked.

Fury's Kiss
Cassandra Palmer can see the future and
communicate with spirits – talents that make her
attractive to the dead and the undead. The ghosts of
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the dead aren't usually dangerous; they just like to
talk . . . a lot. The undead are another matter. Like
any sensible girl, Cassie tries to avoid vampires. But
when the bloodsucking mafioso she escaped three
years ago finds Cassie again with vengeance on his
mind, she's forced to turn to the vampire Senate for
protection. The undead senators won't help her for
nothing, and Cassie finds herself working with one of
their most powerful members, a dangerously
seductive master vampire – and the price he
demands may be more than Cassie is willing to pay . .
.

Bite
View our feature on Karen Chance's Embrace the
Night. Cassandra Palmer may be the world's chief
clairvoyant, but she's still magically bound to a
master vampire. Only an ancient book called the
Codex Merlini possesses the incantation to free Cassiebut harnessing its limitless power could endanger the
world Read Karen Chance's posts on the Penguin
Blog.

By Blood We Live
Four of today's hottest urban fantasy writers together
for the first time! From today's most provocative
authors come four tales of urban fantasy and
paranormal romance exploring body art that is more
than it seems-in a world of magic and mayhem that
always leaves its mark. This captivating tattoo theme
surrounds each author's popular characters and
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worlds: Karen Chance's war mage Lia de Croissets,
Marjorie M. Liu's demon-hunter Maxine Kiss, Yasmine
Galenorn's Otherworld Intelligence Agency operative
Camille D'Artigo, and Eileen Wilk's Lupi world.

Curse the Dawn
A recent legacy made Cassandra Palmer heir to the
title of Pythia, the world's chief clairvoyant. It's a
position that usually comes with years of training, but
Cassie's circumstances are a little . . . unusual. And
now she's stick with a whopping amount of power that
every vamp, Fey, and mage in town wants to either
monopolize or eradicate-and that she herself doesn't
dare use.What's more, she's just discovered that a
certain arrogant master vampire has put a geison hera magical claim that warns off any would-be suitors,
and might also explain the rather . . .
intenseattraction between them. But Cassie's had it
with being jerked around, and anyone who tries it
from tries it from now on is going to find out that she
makes a very bad enemy . . .

Embrace the Night
A recent legacy made Cassandra Palmer heir to the
title of Pythia, the world's chief clairvoyant. It's a
position that usually comes with years of training, but
Cassie's circumstances are a little . . . unusual. And
now she's stick with a whopping amount of power that
every vamp, Fey, and mage in town wants to either
monopolize or eradicate-and that she herself doesn't
dare use. What's more, she's just discovered that a
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certain arrogant master vampire has put a geis on hera magical claim that warns off any would-be suitors,
and might also explain the rather . . . intense
attraction between them. But Cassie's had it with
being jerked around, and anyone who tries it from
tries it from now on is going to find out that she
makes a very bad enemy . . .

Hunt the Moon
New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
Karen chance has written a paranormal—with bite.
Dorina Basarab is a dhampir—half-human, halfvampire. Unlike most dhampirs, though, Dory has
managed to maintain her sanity. Now Dory’s vampire
father has come to her for help— again. Her Uncle
Dracula (yes, the Dracula), cruelest among vampires,
has escaped his prison. And her father wants Dory to
work with gorgeous master vampire Louis-Cesare to
put him back there. Although Dory prefers to work
alone, Dracula is the only thing that truly scares
her—and when she has to face him, she’ll take all the
help she can get…

Fate's Edge
Cassandra Palmer recently defeated a god, which
you'd think would buy a girl a little time off. But when
your job is being Pythia - the world's chief clairvoyant
- you don't get a lot of R&R. Cassie is busier than
ever, discovering her power, figuring out her
complicated relationship with enigmatic and sexy
vampire Mircea, and preparing for her upcoming
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coronation. But someone is dead set against Cassie
being Pythia, and will go to any lengths to stop the
coronation ceremony from happening - including
making sure that Cassie is never born. Now, Cassie
has to save herself - and the world, if she can find the
time

Shadow's Bane
Hoping to avenge the murder of her mother, Elwine
the Gentle, by a malevolent witch, Keleios is granted
control over the demonmark, a magical power that
may prove the salvation of her enchanted world or
her own undoing, in a trade paperback edition of the
author's debut novel. Reprint.

Hounding the Moon
Cassandra Palmer recently defeated a god, which
you'd think would buy a girl a little time off. But it
doesn't work that way when your job description is
Pythia-the world's chief clairvoyant. Cassie is busier
than ever, trying to learn about her power, preparing
for her upcoming coronation, and figuring out her
relationship with the enigmatic sexy master vampire,
Mircea. But someone doesn't want Cassie to become
Pythia, and is willing to go to any lengths to make
sure the coronation ceremony never happensincluding attacking her mother before Cassie is even
born.

Flight from Death
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Cassandra Palmer may be the all-powerful Pythia
now, but that doesn't mean people have stopped
trying to kill her. Most of the supernatural powers
players don't want independent-minded Cassie as
chief clairvoyant - and they'll stop at nothing to see
her six feet under. The Vampire Senate does support
Cassie in her position, but their protection comes with
a price- an alliance with the sexy master vampire
Mircea, who has claimed Cassie as his own.But even
the vampires will have trouble keeping Cassie alive
now that the self-styled god Apollo, the source of the
Pythia's power, has it in for her in a big way. To save
her life - and the world - Cassie's going to have to
face down her creator once and for all . . . 'Another
rollicking and sexy adventure one of the best of the
Cassandra Palmer series.'Romance Reviews
Today'These novels haven't lost a bit of their actionadventure roots, or the sense of fun amidst the drama
and chaos If you've enjoyed Anita Blake and Sookie
Stackhouse, give this author's works a try.' SFRevu

Reap the Wind
Paranormal romance is a supernatural force to be
reckoned with. Although packed with a menagerie of
werewolves, shapeshifters and assorted demons, its
undisputed king is none other than our favourite
centuries-old bloodsucker - the vampire. We're now
living in a post-Buffy world of dark urban fantasy à la
Laurell K. Hamilton's Anita Blake, Sherrilyn Kenyon's
irresistible Dark Hunters and the blood-lusting soul
mates of Christine Feehan. But it doesn't stop there.
This Mammoth collection opens a vein to reveal the
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mind-boggling scope of the supercharged
phenomenon created when vampires met romance.
Let the biggest and brightest names in the
paranormal romance business take you hot on the
haemoglobin trail of the sexiest creatures of the
night. Witness the bewildering array of complex
vampire codes of conduct, dark ritual and dating
practices, as they chat up the locals and engage in
the most erotic encounters you will sink your teeth
into this side of un-Death. These ain't your mother's
vampires!

Curse the Dawn
Tess Noncoiré, bestselling fantasy writer turned
martial arts demon hunter, is back for another
rollicking adventure. Trouble has followed Tess to her
own doorstep, and now she and her sidekick Scrap
must protect her mother from a demon she’s fallen in
love with while at the same time fighting off an
invasion led by the king of the Trolls—who bears far
too close a resemblance to a garden gnome

Masks
"Wealth noun \welth\ Derived from the Middle English,
welthe: meaning wellbeing and happiness : a large
amount of money and possessions Wellth noun
\welth\ A new and more valuable life currency : a life
exemplified by abundance, happiness, purpose,
health, and joy. MindBodyGreen founder Jason
Wachob, in his first book, redefines successful living
and offers readers instead a new life currency to build
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on, one that is steeped in physical and emotional
health and wellbeing. In this prescriptive memoir he
shows us all how to build a life, not a resume, and
why it's important to make frequent deposits into our
own 'wellth' accounts. Don't just take his word for it,
read exclusive material from popular contributors and
see what they have to say about becoming truly
wellthy, including: psychologist Sue Johnson, Dr.
Frank Lipman, Dr. Aviva Romm, Joe Cross, meditation
expert Charlie Knoles, EWG director Heather White,
and yoga phenom Kathryn Budig"--

I Am Not A Serial Killer
When I change I change fast. The moon drags the
whatever-it-is up from the earth and it goes through
me with crazy wriggling impatience . . . I’m twisted,
torn, churned, throttled—then rushed through a blind
chicane into ludicrous power . . . A heel settles. A last
canine hurries through. A shoulder blade pops. The
woman is a werewolf. The woman is Talulla
Demetriou. She’s grieving for her werewolf lover,
Jake, whose violent death has left her alone with her
own sublime monstrousness. On the run, pursued by
the hunters of WOCOP (World Organisation for the
Control of Occult Phenomena), she must find a place
to give birth to Jake’s child in secret. The birth, under
a full moon at a remote Alaska lodge, leaves Talulla
ravaged, but with her infant son in her arms she
believes the worst is over—until the windows crash in,
and she discovers that the worst has only just begun .
. . What follows throws Talulla into a race against time
to save both herself and her child as she faces down
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the new, psychotic leader of WOCOP, a cabal of blooddrinking religious fanatics, and (rumor has it) the
oldest living vampire. Harnessing the same audacious
imagination and dark humor, the same depths of
horror and sympathy, the same full-tilt narrative
energy with which he crafted his acclaimed novel The
Last Werewolf, Glen Duncan now gives us a heroine
like no other, the definitive twenty-first-century
female of the species. BONUS MATERIAL: This ebook
edition includes an excerpt from Glen Duncan's By
Blood We Live.

On the Prowl
Being a goddess is a lot less fun than you might think.
Especially when you’re only a half goddess, and you
only found out about it recently, and you still don’t
know what you’re doing half the time. And when
you’ve just used your not-so-reliable powers to
burglarize the booby-trapped office of a vampire mob
boss. Yeah, that part sucks. But that’s just the tip of
the iceberg for Cassandra Palmer, aka the Pythia, the
freshly minted chief seer of the supernatural world.
After all, Cassie still has to save a friend from a fate
worse than death, deal with an increasingly
possessive master vampire, and prevent a party of
her own acolytes from unleashing a storm of fury
upon the world. Totally just your average day at the
office, right?

Deadly Curiosities
“Karen Chance takes her place along with Laurell K.
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Hamilton, Charlaine Harris, MaryJanice Davidson, and
J.D. Robb.”—SF Revu View our feature on Karen
Chance’s Curse the Dawn. Cassandra Palmer may be
the all-powerful Pythia now, but that doesn’t mean
people have stopped trying to kill her. Most of the
supernatural power players don’t want the
independent minded Cassie as chief clairvoyant—and
they’ll stop at nothing to see her six feet under. The
Vampire Senate does support Cassie in her position,
but their protection comes with a price: an alliance
with the sexy master vampire Mircea, who has
claimed Cassie as his own. But even the vampires will
have trouble keeping Cassie alive now that the selfstyled god Apollo, the source of the Pythia’s power,
has it in for her in a big way. To save her life—and the
world—Cassie’s going to have to face down her
creator…

Managing Humans
Half-human, half-vampire Dorina Basarab is back--and
facing her biggest challenge yet in the next urban
fantasy in the New York Times bestselling series.
Dorina Basarab is a dhampir--half-human, halfvampire. As one of the Vampire Senate's newest
members, Dory already has a lot on her plate. But
then a relative of one of Dory's fey friends goes
missing. They fear he's been sold to a slaver who
arranges fights--sometimes to the death--between
different types of fey. As Dory investigates, she and
her friends learn the slavers are into something much
bigger than a fight club. With the Vampire Senate
gearing up for war with Faerie, it'll take everything
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she has to defeat the slavers--and deal with the
entirely too attractive master vampire Louis-Cesare.

Touch the Dark: A Cassie Palmer Novel
Volume 1
Lycanthropy is the theme of a special anthology of
holiday tales featuring an outstanding collection of
werewolf stories by Charlaine Harris, Simon R. Green,
Keri Arthur, Dana Stabenow, Carrie Vaughn, Patricia
Briggs, Rob Thurman, and others.

The Mammoth Book of Vampire Romance
A latest entry in the blockbuster series that most
recently includes Smokin' Seventeen and Explosive
Eighteen continues the adventures of the intrepid
Stephanie Plum. By the best-selling author of the
Lizzy and Diesel series. 800,000 first printing.

Midnight's Daughter
Once a successful writer until fantasy turned into
reality, Tess Noncoire, after falling ill with a strange
virus, is taken to the Sisterhood of the Celestial Blade
Warriors where she, trained in martial arts to fight the
demons that plague our world, must stop a hound
from hell who is attacking Navajo children. Reprint.

Wellth
Managing Humans is a selection of the best essays
from Michael Lopp's popular website Rands in
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Repose(www.randsinrepose.com). Lopp is one of the
most sought-after IT managers in Silicon Valley, and
draws on his experiences at Apple, Netscape,
Symantec, and Borland. This book reveals a variety of
different approaches for creating innovative, happy
development teams. It covers handling conflict,
managing wildly differing personality types, infusing
innovation into insane product schedules, and figuring
out how to build lasting and useful engineering
culture. The essays are biting, hilarious, and always
informative.

The Veil
It's almost midnight. Cat's on the bed, facedown and
naked. She's Sam's former girlfriend, the only woman
he's ever loved. Sam's in the closet, with a hammer in
one hand and a wooden stake in the other. Together
they wait as the clock ticks down because the
vampire is coming. When Cat first appeared at Sam's
door he couldn't believe his eyes. He hadn't seen her
intern years, but he'd never forgotten her. Not for a
second. But before this night is through, Sam will
enter a nightmare of blood and fear that he'll never
be able to forget -- no matter how hard he tries.

Dead Iron
From New York Times bestselling author Yasmine
Galenorn comes an all-new series set in the realm of
her Otherworld novels. I’m Shimmer, a blue dragon
shifter. Thanks to a mistake, I was exiled from the
Dragon Reaches and sentenced to work for Alex
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Radcliffe, a vampire who owns the Fly by Night
Magical Investigations Agency. Now, not only do I
have to adapt to Earthside culture, but every time I
turn around, somebody’s trying to kill us. And worse,
Alex is as gorgeous as he is exasperating. But you
know what they say: All’s fair in love and bounty
hunting… When an old friend of Alex contacts him
about a haunting at the High Tide Bed & Breakfast in
Port Townsend, Washington, we think we’re on a
simple ghost hunt. But our investigation quickly
transforms into a deadly fight as we uncover an
eighty-year-old murder, a cursed house, and a dark
force trapping the spirits within. To stop impending
disaster we must break the curse and lay the angry
spirits to rest.

Buying Trouble
After waking up in a strange lab with master vampire
Louis-Cesare and no memory, half human-half
vampire Dorina Basarab must face off with fallen
angels, mad scientists, and a new breed of vampires
to find the truth.

Wolfsbane and Mistletoe
Cassie está más ocupada que nunca, tratando de
aprender acerca de su poder, se prepara para su
próxima coronación, y averiguar su relación con el
maestro vampiro sexy enigmático, Mircea. Pero
alguien no quiere que Cassie se convierta en Pitia, y
está dispuesto a ir a cualquier extremo para
asegurarse de que la ceremonia de coronación nunca
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sucede, incluyendo atacar a su madre antes de que
Cassie se naciera.
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